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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a domain in the complex vector space CN (N > 1). We say that a 
bounded domain D is of type A if: (1) It is star-shaped and circular with 
respect to 0 E D and has a Bergman-Silov boundary b which is also circular. 
(2) It has a group of holomorphic automorphisms I’ which extends continu- 
ously to the topological boundary 8D. (3) The isotropy group r,, = {y E 2 
y(O) = 0} is transitive on b. 
Bounded symmetric domains in CN are of type A [8, 151 and, in addition, 
for such domains (4) D is homogeneous, and (5) b has a unique normalized 
r,-invariant measure d&z) = P(z, t) ds, , x E D, t E b, P(z, t) the Poisson 
kernel of D and ds, the circularly invariant measure at t E b. There is a close 
connection between homogeneous circular domains and symmetric domains: 
PROPOSITION 1. A homogeneous domain D in CN, circular with respect to 
0 E D, with 0 an unrami$ed point, is symmetric. 
Proof. Since D is circular and unramified at zero the transformation 
i: x --, zeni is a holomorphic automorphism of D with 0 as the only fixed 
point, and i 0 i equals the identity I of the group of automorphisms. Let 
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v E 1). Since D is homogeneous there is -0 a holomorphic automorphism y 
of D such that y(za) : 0. Then the transformation g 1: y--l Q i :> y is a holo- 
morphic automorphism of n with a0 as the only fixed point and g g 1. 
Thus I) is symmetric [7, p. 3131. 
L) is also star-shaped [8] and schlicht [I, p. 341. 
For p :b 0 the Hardy HJ’ space on D is defined by 
HI’ H”(D) = {f:f holomorphic on D and sup MP(r,f) < KI:, 
"CT.'1 
(Note that i/ ‘lB is not a norm for 0 < p < 1, but for convenience we refer 
to it as a norm.) 
In Section 2 we consider the representation of bounded linear functionals 
on HI’, that is, the class (H)‘)*, which is a Banach space. Theorem 1 generalizes 
a representation theorem for HP(U) (U the unit disc) of Duren, Romberg, and 
Shields [3] to domains of type A. A. Frazier [6] has analogous results for the 
polydisc. 
In Section 3, following the methods of [3] where applicable, we study the 
continuity properties of the function G of Theorem I when D is a classical 
bounded symmetric domain R, (J’ = I, II, III, IV) [13] and 0 < p < 1. This 
depends on the determination of the limiting value p, of p, for which the pth 
norm of the Szegij kernel S,(Z) =- 5’(t, Z) (a ED, t E b; x the complex con- 
jugate of z) is finite (Theorem 2). Theorem 2 implies that if S, E H”(RJ for 
0 < p < p, , then GE Hoc, and a more precise representation is possible for 
bounded linear functionals on the classical domains (Theorem 3). In Section 4, 
the method of Flett in [5] is generalized to bounded symmetric domains, 
that is, the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [23] is used to prove 
Theorem 4. In Section 5 the connection between the Lipschitz class /1, 
and fractional derivatives of functions in HP and the function G are investi- 
gated. Theorem 8 proves that if N/(N + 4) < p < N/(N + 4 - I), and the 
fractional derivative G[q-rj e/l, (a = N(l/p - 1) - ~7 + 1, q -= I, 2,...), then 
the first part of Theorem 1 holds. Theorem 9 gives a converse for the ball, 
from which it follows that (HP)* is topologically equivalent to a certain 
Banach space /I%-‘] (Theorem 10). The converse of Theorem 8 does not 
hold for the other classical domains (Theorem 9a). The paper concludes 
‘with a short section on BP spaces for domains of type A, proving that HP is a 
dense subspace of BP for bounded symmetric domains. 
We thank Peter Duren for many conversations on the results for the disc 
and in particular for suggesting the procedure of Flett [5] to prove Lemma 1 
and Theorem 4. Theorem 4 is used in proving many of the later results. 
A summary of the paper will appear in [ 181. 
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2. REPRESENTATION OF BOUNDED LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON HP 
Theorem 1 gives a representation for bounded linear functionals T on 
HI’ (p > 0). Let f be a holomorphic function on D, fr the slice function off 
defined by f,(z) = f(rz), .a E D. Also D, = {TX z E D} and similarly for b, . 
THEOREM 1. If D is a domain in CN (N > 1) of type A and T E (HP)* 
(p > 0), then there exists a unique holomorphic function G on D such that 
T(f) == F$fr,-l, CD), (2.1) 
for all f E HP(D), where 
(.&I 2 q> = If (V-Q) (W) ds, 7 O<r<p<l. 
Conversely if D is a bounded symmetric domain, G is holomorphic on D, and the 
limit in (2.1) exists and equals T(f) for all f E HP, then T E (HP)*. 
Proof. Since D is of type A there exists a complete system Q, = (&} 
(h = 0, 1, 2 ,...; v = I)...) mk < co) of homogeneous orthogonal polynomials 
on D, which are orthonormal on b [13]. By [9, lo] a holomorphic function f 
on D has a series expansion 
f (4 = 1 a,,(f) M4> a?+(f) = l$fr Y&W) (2.2) 
7c.v 
(&” = ~:,“=,~~~i), where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets 
of D. For f and g hoiomorphic on D from the homogeneity and ortho- 
normality of @ on b follows 
(f,,-l , g,) = C a,“(f) 4,(g) rk9 O<r<ptl. (2.3) 
li.v 
Let T E (HP)*. From (2.2) follows that ai,, == 6,J,, , (6,$ is Kronecker’s 
delta). In particular if (2.1) holds for any holomorphic g on D, then T(&..) = 
i&(g) by (2.3). Define 
and show that the series in (2.4) converges uniformly on compact subsets of 
D. NSV I T(&JI < II Tll II 4~” l!D, and we estimate l14kv IL, A&4 for z in 
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compact subsets K of 17,. By the maximum principle and [13, Theorem 
4.5.11, 
If 0 <p < 2, by Holder’s inequality I, & (12, is bounded independently of 
k and v, and if P 3 2, by (2.5) I! & /lp G suptsb IyL(t)11-‘2/“’ Ii & Ii,“‘” :.: 
I~-1/2[r~1;/2(1 - r)-N/2]1--(2/~). Thus 1 &(a)/ jl& jlD is bounded on K, and 
the series in (2.4) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of 
D so that G is holomorphic on D. By (2.4), G is unique. 
Let f E Hp. Since fr is the uniform limit on b of the partial sums of its 
series expansion and T is linear, it follows from (2.3) that T(f,) = (f,.-, , co). 
Since D is circular and star-shaped by [2], there exists f~Lr(6) such that 
]/jr -J!I, + 0 as y--j 1. Since jr E HP and has boundary value fr on b by 
[S, Theorem 6; lo], jlf, -J,i, r- iif, -fii, . Thus, by continuity of T, 
T(f,) -+ T(f) as Y + 1 and (2.1) follows. 
Conversely, let Tr(f) := (jr,-, , GJ. Then T,(f) is defined on [0, l), and 
is a linear functional on HP. Also, T, is bounded for each r in [0, I), since G, 
is holomorphic on D and, by [8, (4.7)],f,,-1 is bounded on D for 0 < r < p. 
This last bound uses properties (2.4) and (2.5) of bounded symmetric 
domains. By hypothesis, ~up,,<~<r TT(f) = lim,,, T,(f) < co, for each 
fixed f E Ho. Call the limit T(f). By th e uniform boundedness principle, 
sup,,<r<i 11 TV 11 == B < co [19, p. 451. Thus / T,(f)] < B ilfjl,, and, by the 
continuity of T, in [0, 11, 1 T(f)1 < B Ilfjl,, so that TE (HP)*. 
For 1 <p < 03, if D is a bounded symmetric domain we can prove that 
(HP)* is isometrically isomorphic to L’~/(Hfl)l, where the annihilator (H1’)L of 
HI’ in Lq equals 
(Hp)l = {g EL*: (&” , g) = 0 for k 3 O}. (2.6) 
Also, T(f) = (f, g), where f E HP and g is the unique function in cosets of 
Lq/(H-P)I, whose Fourier coefficients are 0 for k 2 0. Ifp = 2, T(f) ==- (f, h), 
where h is the “analytic part” of g. The proof uses the Riesz representation 
theorem for bounded linear functionals on L” (1 <cp < az~) and [4, Theo- 
rem 7.11 once (Hp)l has been determined. Obviously (Hp)l contains the 
functions in Lq whose Fourier coefficients are 0 for k 3 0. Conversely, if 
g E LQ and its Fourier coefficients are 0 for k > 0, then by calculation 
(jr , g) =- 0. Let r, f 1 and set fn(t) ==f(r~). Lemma 3 of [8] implies that the 
sequence {f%(z)} is bounded in n and z on compact subsets of D, and 
1imfJz) =f(z) uniformly on compact subsets of D. Then by [9, Theorem 41, 
fn converges weakly to f in HP for p > 1. Thus (Hn)l is given by (2.6). We 
note that [9, Theorem 41 uses a result of \Veyl[21] in its proof, which assumes 
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that the group of automorphisms of b is a compact Lie group, but r,, acts by 
unitary transformations which form a compact Lie group [16, p. 2231. The 
case p = 2 follows by Hilbert space techniques. 
3. THE ORDER OF THE NORM OF THE SZEG~ KERNEL FUNCTION (0 <p < 1) 
FOR THE CLASSICAL BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS 
In the rest of the paper, C( ) stands for a constant, depending on the fixed 
subscripts; C does not have the same value at each ocurrence. 
For the classical bounded symmetric domains Rj (j = I, II, III, IV) [13], 
that is, the bounded symmetric domains whose groups of automorphisms are 
classical semi-simple Lie groups [7], we get more explicit properties of the 
function G in Theorem 1. For such domains the Szego kernel, S(z, t), 2: E D, 
t E b, equals Q-“(a, t), where Q is a polynomial in x and t; and s is a positive 
integer or half-integer. 
We have 
THEOREM 2. If D is a classical bounded symmetric domain, then there exists 
p,,O<p,~l,suchthatI/S,Ij,~CC,,forO<p<p,,C,dependingonly 
on p and N. For the ball, p, = 1; for R,(m, n) (1 < m < n) and R,, , p, = l/s; 
for RII, , p,, = 112s; and for R Iv , p, = 2/N. The value of p, is sharp for the 
ball, RI (2,2), and R,, with n = 2. 
Proof. The proof uses classical analytic techniques due to Hua [13], Hua 
and Look [14], and Mitchell [17]. 
The Szegii kernel for the ball is S(z, t) = V-l(l - ~t*)-~, where V is the 
Euclidean volume of b and zt* = CE, zjZj . By the maximum principle for 
x E D, it is sufficient to consider z = pfO , ,, t E b. Since the isotropy subgroup 
r,, is transitive and invariant on b, there exists y E r, such that y(to) = 
(1, O,..., 0) E e, and y(t) E b for t E; b. Also ds, and 1 - p&t* are invariant 
under y. Thus 
We use a method in [14, p. 10401 to evaluate I,(p). The series representation 
obtained for I,@) converges on 0 ,( p < 1 to the sum C,,F($Np, +Np; N; p”), 
where F = F(*Np, *Np; N, p”) is the hypergeometric function, and for 
p = 1 if p < 1 [22]. Th us Theorem 2 holds for the ball and the value p,, 
is sharp. 
For the domain RI(m, n) (m > I), the Szegij kernel is S(z, t*) = 
c/-l det-n(l - zt*), t* the conjugate transpose of the matrix t. If m = n, 
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as for the ball, it is sufficient to take z =- ~1. Thus we find the value of p for 
which the integral ID(l) is bounded, where ID(p) = sb j A’,@)/” ds, . By a 
procedure in [17, p. 651, we find that I,(p) < C,,Fn(jnp, &zp; 1; p”), where 
the series representation for F converges for 0 < p < 1 and p := 1 if p < 1 jn. 
If m < n we use the method of Hua [13, pp. 93-951 to show that /j S, ,lp 
is bounded for 0 <p < 1 in. 
For R,(2,2) we have 
Expand (1 - peisj))p ( j = 1, 2), interchange the summation and integral 
signs, and integrate with respect to 0a . The general term of the resulting 
series is +1~+~[26,, - eisG,,,+, - e-LBISL+l,l], which gives 
where A = F(p, p; 1; p”) and B = 2pF(p, p + 1; 2; p”). Next integrate with 
respect to 0, . The Klth term becomes n@f1[2A6,, - B(8k+l,l + S,,,,,)], and 
VI,(p) = 2a(A - B) (A + B). Th e series for A - B and A + B converge 
forO<p<l andforp=l,ifO<p<&. 
For 4, , S(z, t*) = V-l det+(I - zt*), s == $(n - l), and again without 
loss of generality we take z = p1, 0 < p < 1. The volume element dst of 
brr is given in [13, p. 671. Using the same method as for &(a, n) we find that 
Sb 1 S&J~)]~ ds, ,( C,,Fn($(n + 1) p, *(PI. + 1) p; 1; p2), where the series for 
FconvergesforO<p<landforp=l,ifp<2/(n+l). 
To get a precise value for p, when 11 = 2 we must estimate 
By the maximum principle it is sufficient to evaluate r,‘(l). In 1,‘(l) replace 
Bj by &OS ( j = 1,2). Then 
I,‘(l) = C,, je~~2j~‘~2 / sin(8r - e,)l 1 sin Qr sin 8, j--(39/2) dOI de, . 
?I 
This integral is bounded for (T < / $j ) < 42, where u is a small positive 
number. Thus it is sufficient to consider integrals of the type 
0 * 
IS sin 8, cos f!?,(sin 8, sin e,)-(39/2) dOI de, . 0 0 
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But the integral in &. is finite if and only if p < #. Thus the value of p, is 
precise for R,, , ~2 = 2. 
For &II , by [13, p. 951 
b = {k: k = UDU’, U an arbitrary unitary matrix), 
where 
for even n 
and S(x, k) = V-l det(1 + z&~, s = +(n - I), for n even, and fn for n odd. 
We need a bound for 
I,,(p) = V-P l ( det(1 + pk,Ji)j-sp ds, @o E b)- 
If n is even, by [13, p. 6; 141, b consists of all skew-symmetric unitary 
matrices of order n, and without loss of generality we may take k, = D. 
If n = 2, k = (‘& $2) and kk* = I, so that k,, = eie, 0 < 0 < 2rr. Then 
1 det(l + pDk)j = / 1 - peie I2 and 1p,1,2(p) = 27rV-pF(+p, &J; 1; p2), where 
the series for F converges for 0 < p < I. 
For even n > 2, since D-l = D’ and det D = 1, 
det(x1 - kD’) = det(jD - k), (3.1) 
where x is an indeterminate. Now XD - k is skew-symmetric so that, by 
[12, p. 4811, det(xD - k) is a perfect square. Since det(xD - k) is a poly- 
nomial of degree n in x, it is the square of a polynomial of degree m = $n, 
with zeros xi , xi ,..., X, , X, . On the other hand, kD’ is a unitary matrix of 
order n and hence unitarily equivalent to a diagonal matrix d = [eiol,..., eien]. 
Thus det(x1 - KD’) = ny=, (x - e@). By (3.1) the zeros of lJ (X - eiej) 
are x1 , x1 ,..., x, , x, . Hence the ~9~‘s are equal in pairs and we can assume 
that t&-i = 02j 3 4i (1 < j < m). 
Under the transformation I/ = kD’, b goes into b’ = {V: P = kD’ = 
0 do*, k E b, Ounitary}. Proceeding as in [13, pp. 52-571, we find the volume 
element of b’. By a calculation, 
a(dVdV*) = 8 c sin2((& - @,)/2) SUj, 6iij, + 2 f d&2, (3.2) 
Kkcm j=l 
where Su = (&uj,J = 8* do. In (3.2) 6Uj, and &-,,sj do not occur. Also 
u* U = I gives (6 U)* = -S U, which means that 6U has n2 independent 
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real elements of which n(n - 2) occur in (3.2). But altogether there can only 
be &Z(KZ - 1) real differentials in (3.2), so that there can be only n(n - 2) f 
@z - $z(n - 1) = &z(n - 2) independent differentials among Re 6uj, , 
Im Su,, . Eliminating one half the variables Re 6uj, , Im 6uj, from (3.2) gives 
a quadratic form with bounded coefficients. Then by a well-known theorem, 
the square root of the discriminant of a(dV dV*) is the Jacobian of the volume 
element [20], and is thus a function B, independent of p. Hence the volume 
element of 6’ equals Bd+, ... d&o and 
I,,(,,) < V-* jo2n d$, ... /02r d&, fi 1 1 - pe?*j I-(n-l)a j B ii 
1 IU) 
= O(P(-!&z - 1) P, $(fl - 1) p; 1; P’)), 
which is finite for p < 1 if p < l/(n - 1). 
If n is odd, we proceed as in [14, p. 10731 by noting that the closure of 
R,,,(n) can be embedded into that of R&n + l), and b, C b,+i . Then the 
result for even 71 gives 11 St0 jj9 = O(1) if 0 <p < l/n. 
The Bergman-Silov boundary of R,, is b = {t = eiex: x E RN, xx’ = I, 
0 < 0 < rr}, and S(z, t*) = V-l[l + ~.a’@’ - 2~t*]-~/~. Without loss of 
generality we may take z = pe = ~(1, O,..., 0), 0 < p < 1. The function 
/ S(pe, t*)j is singular at p = 1, cos 0 = x1 . We evaluate I,(p) = 
St, I Sk, t*)l* 4 by b rea k ing up the integral over b into 
where R2 = 1 - .?;ff’, .Z = (x2 ,..., xN), and setting 6’ = v - 0 in the second 
integral, xi’ = -xi in the third and xi’ = -x1 , 8’ = r - 8 in the fourth. 
This gives I,(p) = 2V-“(1, + I,), where I1 and I, are of the form 
S zz’<l i+ j-f dxl so”” ( ) d6. N ow consider the two inner integrals, lil , 
of Ii and replace the denominator of 1 S(pe, t*)i by 1 D / , where 
D = [(I + p”) cos 8 - 2p~r]~p/~. Then setting cos 0, = 2pR/(l + p2), 
cos 0, = 2p~,/(l + p”), and assuming 0, > 19, R < 1, 1ir is equal to the 
improper integral 
where the integrand in the first two integrals is D-l and in the third one 
(-1)Nf’/2D-1. Integrating with respect to x1 , we find that I1 converges for 
p < I and for p = 1, if and only if P < 2/N. Similarly for I2 , although a 
larger value of p is possible in this case. This completes the proof of Theorem 
2 for all the domains Rj . 
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From Theorem 2 follow the continuity properties of G for the classical 
domains D = Rj . 
THEOREM 3. If T E (Ha)*, 0 cp <p, , then the function G of (2.1) 
EH~ and 
T(f) = lj:Cfv > 6, (3.3) 
where i? is the boundary value of G. 
Proof. Fix 5 E D. Let F(z) = S(Z, c). By (2.1) and the Cauchy integral 
formula for G, , 
T(F) = lii&-,, , c,J = lip ep (rp-li) = c(cr;> 
from the continuity of G on D. Hence 
where j\IJIIP = lim,,, MD(r, SC) = O(l), for 0 < p <pa by Theorem 2. 
Thus GE H”(D) C Hi(D), and by [2] lim,,, G(rt) exists for almost all t E b 
and ELl(b). Call the boundary function G. 
To prove (3.3) let p* f 1, Y < pm < 1. Then lim,,, f (rp-9) G(p%t) exists 
in L’(b), and equals f(rt) G(t). Al so, since f, is holomorphic on D and 
G E H”(D), If (dt) (%@)I < C, . Thus (3.3) follows by the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem. 
4. INTERPOLATION THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS 
For N = 1, Hardy and Littlewood proved that if f’ E HP for some p < 1, 
thenfEH*forp=p/(l -~)[ll].Th is result is generalized by means of an 
interpolation theorem (Theorem 4) and Bochner’s generalization of the 
Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem [2]. The theorems in this section are 
used in Section 5 to prove results on the derivatives of G. 
The proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 use the procedure of Flett [5], 
that is, they use the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [23, p. 1111. 
LEMMA 1. Let D be a domain of type A, fsLp’(b) and u(pt) = (f, PDt), 
z&-t-e Pot(v) = P(pt, u) = I S(pt, v)j2/S(pt, pt), t, v E b. 
(0 If 1 d p’ < 4’ < +m, a’ = (l/p’) - (l/q’), 1 d Y' < $-CO, 
l/q’ = (l/p’) + (l/r’) - 1 3 0, then M,y(p, u) < w(p)-“’ \jfj[,* , where w(p) = 
2-NT/(1 - p)“. 
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(ii) If 1 <p’ < q’ & +co, a’ =~= (l/p’) - (l/p’), p’ + k’ < -k-a, then 
{Ji (1 - ,,)NJi’n’-l A$,‘+, U) dp]lF G; C,,,, ;!fii, , C,,,, independent of5 
THEOREM 4. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. Suppose p < q < -I- cc, 
p ,< k < +CO, a == (l/p) - (l/q) and fEHfl(D). Then 
t s 
’ (1 - p)N’ia-l Mq”(p,f) dp( I” < C ijjij, , 
0 
(4.1) 
C independent off. 
The proof of (i) of Lemma 1 depends on the following properties of the 
Poisson kernel: (a) P(z, t) 3 0, for z ED, t E b; (b) Jb P(x, t) ds, = 1; 
(c) P(pt, V) = P(~u, t), (t, ZI E b); and (d) P(pt, U) < 2NV-l(l - p))” == 
w-‘(p) [13, p. 971. The last inequality follows from the Schwarz inequality and 
Theorem 4.5.1 of [13]. By the method of proof of Theorem 1.15 [23, p.37, 
vol. l] and (a)-(d), 
M$(P, 4 G lIJil$ /I p,, IIS ’ 
But by (b) and (d), 
!I POt i/r: < w(p)(l-“). 
Thus (i) of Lemma 1 follows. 
To prove (ii) fix 4’ in (1, co], and define Tf on (0, 1) into R1 by Tf(p) = 
~(1 - p)-I/*’ &fg,( 1 - p, u). By Minkowski’s inequality, T is quasilinear 
on Ll(b) for p E (0, 1). By an analogous proof to that in [5, p. 7541, T is of 
weak type (p’, p’), for 1 < p’ < @, and hence, by the Markinciewicz inter- 
polation theorem, T is of strong type (p’, p’) for 1 < p’ < Q’, which, by the 
substitution p’ = 1 - p, gives (ii) when k’ = p’. The case p’ < k’ < cc 
follows as in [5]. 
To prove Theorem 4, in Lemma 1 set p’ = p/Z, q’ = q/Z, k’ = k/Z, where 
0 < 1 < p < q, and note that W = 1 f jz is plurisubharmonic on D [8, 
p. 5231, and HP C W for 0 < I < p. Thus by [8, p. 524 (14)], 1 f(z)[” < 
(Pz , 1 f 1”) = u(z). Hence 
k’:(p,.f) = J&P, W> < M%A 4 (4.2) 
and similarly for M,“(p,f). Since Nk’a’ = A%, (4.1) follows from 
Lemma l(ii) and (4.2). 
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5. DERIVATIVES AND INTEGRALS AND THE LIPSCHITZ CLASS fl, 
1. Fractional Derivatives and Integrals of Functions of Class HP and the 
Class A, 
Let D be a domain of type A, f be holomorphic on D, and a > 0. The 
olth fractional derivative off is 
and the oath fractional integral is 
Since T(k + l)/I’(k + 1 + a) < 1, series (5.2) converges uniformly and 
absolutely on compact subsets of D, also, & are holomorphic on D, so that 
series represents a holomorphic function on D. For the fractional derivative 
the formula 
gives uniform convergence for series (5.1) on the compact set b x (1 w ) < r>. 
Then by the maximum principle the series converges uniformly on Dr and 
hence on compact subsets of D, so that f [“l(z) is holomorphic on D. 
In particular if 01 = 1 
f qwt) = & [wf (wt)], w E Cl, 1 w 1 < 1, t E b, (5.4a) 
=hW) = j%(5) dL 
0 
(5.4b) 
The following result is needed in the proof of Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 5. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. If f E HP(D) for some 
p < 1, thenfr,] E Hq(D)for q = pN/(N - p). 
The proof is similar to the proof of [4, Theorem 5.121, only without use of 
the factorization theorem. Two cases are considered: N/(N + 1) <p < 1 
and 0 <p < N/(N + 1). Theorem 4 and formula (5.4b) are used in the 
proof of both cases, and the second case also depends on Bochner’s maximal 
theorem [2, Theorem 31. 
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The same result holds for frgl if f&1 E W’(D) (4 := 2, 3,...) and (5.4b) 
is replaced by w*f&zut) = sr ~~-lj~,~Q-l~(Q &I. 
A function f, holomorphic on a domain D, with Bergman-Silov boundary b, 
and continuous on D u 6, belongs to Lipschitz class A, (0 < Q: :$ 1) if it 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
lf(t’) -f(P)\ < Cl/ t’ - t” jl@ as t’ - t” + 0, (5.5) 
t’, t” E b, C independent of t’, t“, and I/ t’ - t” j/ the Euclidean distance 
between t’ and tn. 
If N = 1, Hardy and Littlewood [I 1, Theorems 40, 411 proved that a 
function f, anaZytic in 1 z j < 1, G4, (0 < c1 < 1) if and only ;f f’(s) = 
O((1 - Y)*-l), 1 x / = 7. The necessary condition generalizes immediately 
to more variables. 
THEOREM 6. Let D satisfy (1.1). If f E A, (0 < 01 < l), then 
) f [ll(tw)l < C(1 - 7)“~1, (5.6) 
for t E b, / w ) = 7, w E Cl, and C independent oft and w. 
Proof. By the hypothesis, on D and b, tw ED if J w j < 1 and Eb if j w j = 1. 
Hence ft(w) is holomorphic on j w / < I, and continuous on ) w j < 1. By 
the Hardy-Littlewood result, ) ft’(w)J < C(l - 7)-l, where the proof shows 
that C is independent of w and t. (5.6) follows from (54a). 
A converse to the sufficiency of the Hardy-Littlewood theorem for N > 1 
is 
THEOREM 7. Let f be holomorphic on a classical bounded symmetric domain 
D. If 
1 i p ,< C(1 - 7)n-1, 3 
(0<(11,<1), 1 <j<N, zcb,, where C is independent of z and r, then 
fE4. 
Proof. Let {m} t 1 (7, > 0; n = I, 2,...). Hence {f (r,$)} is a Cauchy 
sequence. Also its limit, f(t), is independent of the sequence {r,J. Show that 
pis continuous on b. As in [4, pp. 75-761 choose )I t’ - t” 11 < 1 (t’, t” E b), 
and h = 1 - jJ t’ - t” I/ . Then the star-shapedness of D, the fundamental 
theorem of the calculus, and (5.7) give 
If(t’) -&“)I = Iii If@‘) -f(#‘)l < C I/ t’ - t” 110 + I f(ht’) - f(ht”)l . 
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On the last term on the right use the mean value theorem for functions of 
several real variables, the convexity of Dh , (5.7), and the Schwarz inequality. 
This gives ]f(ht’) -f(ht”)l < C jj t’ - t” jJa. Thusjis continuous on b and 
satisfies (5.5). Since, also, f is continuous on D, f~ A, if it is continuous on 
D u 6. But the method in the first part of the proof gives that jf(rt)[ is 
bounded on 6, , independently of r; hence, by the maximum principle, f is 
bounded on D,, independently of I, and consequently on D. Thus f E H”. By 
[9], f has a Poisson integral representation (j, Pz). Since p is continuous on b, 
by [14, pp. 1033-4, 10571 the Poisson integral represents a harmonic function 
on D, which implies that f is continuous on D u b. 
2. Derivatives of G and Lipschitz Classes 
THEOREM 8. Let D be a bounded symmetric domain. If p and CL satisfy 
WN + 4) <P < WN + 4 - 1) 
cvz = W/P) - 1) - Q + 1 
(5.8) 
(q = 1, 2 ,... ), and G[+ll E A, , then lim7+l(f,.p-l , Go), r < p < 1, exists for all 
f E HP and defines a functional T E (HP)*. 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of [3, Theorem 1, p. 371. Fix 4, and let 
GIQ-~I E (1 From the definition of fractional derivative, G[“l(x) = G(x) 
is holomofihic on D, and hence has a series expansion G(z) = Ck,” bkv&(z). 
We prove that for every f (2) = C k,v a&+(z) in HP, the function #(r) = 
c k,v akvbkvrk, which equals (fr,-l , ep) by (2.3), has a limit as Y + 1 by 
showing that ji 1 f(r)1 dr < cg. Then T E (HP)* by the converse of Theo- 
rem 1. 
Now 
r#‘(r2) = 
s 
b fcgel](rt) (X3~-‘l(rt)/Lk) ds, . 
This follows by term-by-term integration of the uniformly convergent series 
forf[&rt), and ~~[+ll(rt)/~ Y, and the orthonormality of (&} on b. By Theo- 
rem 5, f E HP (p < 1) implies thathQell E HPa-1, p,-, = iV’p/(N - (4 - 1) p), 
since p,-, < 1 for p 2 2 by (5.8) and p,-, = p if 4 = 1. The boundedness of 
$ / $‘(r)\ dr follows by applying Theorem 6 to %[@l(rt)/dr and Theorem 4 
to f~*-~l , where Na equals 01 of (5.8). 
If D is a classical bounded symmetric domain, then (2.1) is replaced by 
(3.3). 
We get a partial converse to Theorem 8 for the ball. Let p satisfy 
N/W + 4) <P -=c WN + 4 - 1). (5.8a) 
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THEOREM 9. For the ball under the hypotheses of the first part of Theorem I, 
ifp satisfies (5.8a) and OL is gizlen by (5.8), then Gr’l-11 E A, (q :m I, 2, 3,...). If 
p = N/(N + q) then G(gmll E A, . 
Remarks. (1) If f is holomorphic on D and continuous on I) u b, then 
f~ /l, , if its boundary functionpsatisfies ]f(t $ h) - 2!(t) -,-J(t - h)] -; 
0(/l h 11) uniformly in t, where t, t & h E b. 
(2) Theorem 9 holds for any positive number CJ > 1. 
Proof. For fixed 5 E D, (p < I), set F(z) == &5’~-‘l(~)/i~~ (1 <j :< N). 
Then F is holomorphic on D. Show that FE HP(D). By (5.3), for t, v E b, 
r<l, q>I, 
I’(p) 
m-ll(rt, pw’*) = -g- j 
2n S(rt, p1i2 e%*) d$ 
o (1 - pli2 e-id)” ’ (5.9) 
By Section 3, S(rt, pl/ae%*) = V-l(1 - Aeid)-N, where il = ~pl/~ tv*. 
Expand (I - Aeid)-dY and (1 - pl/2e-id)-g in series, and integrate (5.9) 
term-by-term. This gives S[+ll(rt, ,D~/~v*) equal to a polynomial in T, p, t, v*, 
times (1 - rptv*)-N-q+l, and hence / F(rt)I = O(/ 1 - rpta* I-“-“). As in 
the proof of Theorem 2 for the ball, it is sufficient to evaluate the integral 
I, = j / 1 - Tot, I--(N+Q)p ds, (To = TP)* 
b 
Since Jb = Jtft,*<i ds,! Jy dtl and (N + Q)$J > 1 by [4, Lemma 3, p. 841 
ID = O cs,,,,*<, / ] - r,R I--(N+q)p+l ds,, 
where t’ = (t2 ,..., tN), R2 = 1 - t’t’* = 1 t, 12, and t, = Reie. Proceeding 
as in [14, p. 10411, 
2 r(k+(N+d~--1)k!ro”) , 
k=O k!r(N + k) 
which is less than or equal to a constant times 
c m IV + (N + P>P - N, roe = o((1 _ ro)N-W+dP). 
k=O k! 
Thus (/F j12, = O((1 - p)~“l”m cNfq) and F E HP(D). 
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By a calculation, since G E H-(D), we get T(F) = lim,,,T(F,) = 
X%-ll( ()]a[j . Hence 
aG[-(5) 
____ 
xj 
< 11 T // I/F lip = O((I - p)N+(N+@. (5.10) 
Thus by Theorem 7 Gt”-rl E A, , where 01 is given by (5.8) and 0 < 01 < 1. 
This proof fails if p = N/(N + 4). Instead we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let f be holomorphic on a classical bounded symmetric domain D 
and 
Proof. From (5.11), j df,(r)/dr 1 < C log(l/(l - Y)) (C independent of R), 
and lf(Wl < C I(1 - R) log(l - R) + R I + If(o)1 B 2C + If(O)1 , for 
0 < R < 1, so that by the maximum principlefE Hm(D) andf(t) exists. The 
continuity of j on b follows from (5.1 I), as in the proof of Theorem 7, and 
similarly for the continuity off on D U b. By the procedure in [4, p. 771 it 
follows that f E A, . 
The proof of Theorem 9 for p = N/(N + Q) follows as for the case 
w(~+d<P<w(~+q--1) in replacing Theorem 7 by Lemma 2. 
The following theorem holds for the other classical bounded symmetric 
domains. However, the exponents in Theorems 8 and 9a do not check as they 
did for the ball, so that we omit the proof. 
THEOREM 9a. Under the hypotheses of the Jirst pari of Theorem 1 ;f D is a 
classical bounded symmetric domain and p/p, satisfies (5.8a) with q = ql, then 
(J”-11 E fl a = N(p,/p - 1) - q1 + 1 (0 < (y. < 1, q = 1, 2,...) 
q1 = qN/s’for R,(m, n) (m < n), R,s and R,,, . 
where 
For R Iv, q1 = q and N is 
replaced by &IV. If p = Np,/(N + ql), G[Q-~] E A, . (See Section 3 for the 
definitions of p, and s.) 
3. Equivalence of Two Banach Spaces for the Ball 
Two Banach spaces X and Y are equivalent if there is a 1 to 1 linear 
mapping L of X onto Y such that both L and L-l are bounded. By the open 
mapping theorem it is sufficient that L be bounded. 
For the ball it is easy to prove 
THEOREM 10. If p satisfies (5.8a), then the Banach spaces (HP)* and 
Al-’ with a! given by (5.8), are equivalent for the ball. 
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Here 
fU’z == {f :f, f[lJ,..., flu] are holomorphic on D and continuous on I) u 6 and 
f'Q' 6 4, 
with 
llfll = llfllm + sup ‘f[‘j;y$y)’ 
t’,t”Eb 
(t’ # t”) [2]. (5.12) 
Proof. For each T E (HP)* with p satisfying (5.8a), define G by Theorem 1 
with f(z) = AS[q-lJ(z, [)/d<, . Then / aG[+1l([)/@j j = / T(f)\ < 
C /j T !( (1 - p)=-l, by (5.10). Hence as in the proof of Theorem 7 
1 G[q-II - G[q-ll(t”)j < C/l T (1 I( t’ - t” IIN. 
Thus by (5.12), since GE Hm and T E (HP)*, 11 G 11 = O(1) + C/I T I/ < co 
so that GE (Ig-r. Also I( G /( = A [j T Ii, where T # 4 and A = O(l)//; T (1 + C. 
Hence II L II = supT#, II L(T)l//I/ T II = ~up,+~ /IG it/II T II G A. Thus L is a 
bounded map of (Hp)* onto (lap-l, and it is also linear. 
6. B” SPACES 
Let D be a domain of type A. Fix p in (0, 1). BP is the set of holomorphic 
functions f on D for which 
llf llBs = llf IIB = jO1 (1 - ~)~‘l’~‘-~)-~ K(P, f) 4 < ~0 (6.1) 
[3]. BP is a metric space. 
Theorem 3 of [2] generalizes as follows: 
THEOREM 11. The space BP with norm (6.1) is a Banach space. Also 
(9 If (41 G CD, lif lb (1 - PY~J, 
for f E BP, z E D and f (2) = o(( 1 - p)-“l”), where C,, is independent off and p. 
(ii) For each f E BP, f, + f in BP norm as p ---z 1. 
(iii) HP is a dense subset of BP 
and ;f D is a bounded symmetric domain, 
(iv> IlfllB ~C,Nllfll, cYfcHP. 
Proof. Fix R in [0, 1). By the monotonicity of IMl(p, f), 
!.f IL 2 W(R, .f) j; (1 - ~)~‘l’~-~)-~ dp, 
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or 
W(R, f) < C,,( 1 - qN(l--l’@ II f JIB * 
By the Cauchy integral formula for the function f, holomorphic on DR , 
for z E D, 
I f@)l d 11;; I s&G v W(R, f), (6.2) 
S,(Z, t), the Szego kernel of D, . Since D is star-shaped, there exists a 
p = pz such that .s E D, and $0, for T < p and D,, C D, . Take R = a(1 + p). 
By the homogeneity of &“, the maximum principle, the Schwarz inequality, 
and [13, Theorem 4.5.11 we have 
< sup 1 S(J, pi/Rs)\ < V-12N(1 - p)-“. 
&b 
Thus 1 f(z)1 < C&l - ~)-~/p [[fjls , which is (i). The “0” inequality for 
f and (ii) follow as in [3]. To prove the completeness of BP, let {fn) be a 
Cauchy sequence in BP. As in [3, p. 411, the sequence {fn} converges in 
mean to a function f EU([O, l] x b), where the measure on LL is 
V-l(l - r)N(llp-l)-l dr ds, , and a subsequence (fn,(rt)} converges pointwise 
a.e. to f(rt). To define f on D, set 
By [13, Theorem 4.6.11 the integral represents a holomorphic function on D. 
Also if z = rt; the right side of (6.3) ,equals f(rt). Thus f E BP and Bn is 
complete. The conclusion HP C BP and (iv) follow from Theorem 4 with 
K = 4 = 1, and the equality ilf”ll, = [lfll, . Also HP contains all functions, 
holomorphic in D, with R > 1, and such functions are dense in. BP by (ii). 
Many other properties of BP spaces could be proved for bounded symmetric 
domains in CN. 
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